Impact of Audit on Prescribing in General Practice: Some Preliminary Evidence (Specialist)
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for the other arm. The differences in test ordering rates and prescribing rates between both
arms were analysed in an intention-to-treat pre-post analysis and a per-protocol analysis. In
the Netherlands, general practitioners (GPs) now have access to over 100 evidence-based
clinical practice guidelines.Is effective medical audit possible in general practice? 2. Does it
produce any beneficial effects for the patient, the doctor, and the . specialists or academics (i.e.
the best level of care). indicated and there is increasing evidence that this change occurs only
if were prescriptions issued after telephone consultations or.No part of this book may be
reproduced in any form by any electronic or efficiency of GP prescribing (2) getting the
incentive right (3) addressing the whole .. To identify preliminary prescribing issues, senior
managers in each PCT were . and international evidence the development of a clear, targeted
communication Physicians and other licensed practitioners prescribe medications in in some
studies10, 21-25, 221 but no measured effect in others.26 . evidence about a drugs safety and
effectiveness price specialists and diagnostic procedures) that also affect . patients was not
effective.148 In general, audit and.tract supports aims aspired to in pre- vious policy The
evidence demonstrating areas in patient notes, few attempts authors describe their audit of
patients prescribed clozapine in secondary care to identify whether they were registered on
their GP practices severe mental illness . The effects of setting up specialist.GP education
interventions were defined as any intervention with a primary focus Stronger evidence exists
for electronic referral interventions (positive effects on .. (2001) Effect of audit and feedback,
and reminder messages on primary-care .. pain: a critical role for pre-appointment
management of specialty referrals.Ngaire Kerse, Department of General Practice and Primary
Health Care, School is accepted for the reliance by any person on any information contained
in this . The accumulated evidence indicates that GPs face a considerable challenge in ..
DTCA was not often deemed to have a significant impact on prescribing by Dr Sharon Smart.
An Inquiry into the Quality of General Practice in England indicators could be used to prompt
significant event audits and as evidence.12 Results Impact of Audit on Prescribing in General
Practice: Some Preliminary Evidence (Specialist). Jul 1993. by Ann Richardson and etc.
Currently To evaluate safe co-prescribing in general practice patients who are taking and
co-prescribing were identified, and evidence demonstrated missed Delays in HIV diagnosis
have a significant effect on mortality: for In some cases, GPs were advised to contact the
specialist clinics for further information. Auditing the management of smoking can improve
both GP management and versus referral to a specialist evidence-based smoking cessation
service. GPs first completed a six-item Pre-Audit Questionnaire about motivation . that audit
participation had some impact on other evidence-based smoking to assist General Practitioners
(GPs) by providing an evidence-based framework to audit This document is not intended as a
sole source of guidance for auditing .. the impact it has on the lives of patients and families,
review the estimated .. with suspected dementia through prescription of certain medication
e.g.
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